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Aim and Strategy
To provide returns which exceed inflation over the
longer term, but with lower variability of returns than
would be expected from an investment option with the
same exposure to bonds, cash, shares and property.
The investment strategy is to invest in a diversified
portfolio with a core of cash and bonds with exposure
to shares and property to enhance returns. Changes to
investment allocations, including the use of
derivatives, can be made according to the outlook for
the various investment sectors and the nature of the
investment. Assurance: Investors are protected from
capital losses at specified times (see additional
information about AMP Secure Growth Plus for more
information).

Investment Option Performance

www.amp.com.au
To view the latest investment performances for each
product, please visit

Investment Option Overview

Investment category Multi-Sector

Suggested minimum investment
timeframe

Relative risk rating

Investment style

Manager style

5 years

Very Low

Active

Multi-manager

Asset Allocation Benchmark (%)

International and Australian Fixed
Interest

55

Australian Shares 19.6

International shares 10.6

Unlisted Property and Infrastructure 7.6

Listed Property and Infrastructure 7.2

Actual Allocation %

International Shares 10.66

Australian Shares 19.80

Listed Property and Infrastructure 7.46

Unlisted Property and Infrastructure 7.00

Australian Fixed Interest 52.21

Others 2.99
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Market Review
Increasing predispositions by global central banks to become ever more accommodative during the September
quarter have kept the bias on interest rates downwards, making equities relatively attractive and increasing the
correlation between equities and bonds. However, the International Monetary Fund revised down its projection for
global growth further during the period.
For the US-China trade dispute, which saw further escalation during the period, trust will need to be re-established
between both parties at face-to-face meetings before any serious progress can be made. Until then, there is the
potential for volatility to ramp-up substantially.
As was widely factored into the market, the US Federal Reserve (Fed) cut the Federal Funds Rate range by 25
basis points to 2.0-2.25% on 31 July; the first cut since the Global Financial Crisis, followed by a further cut of 25
basis points on 18 September to take the rate range to 1.75-2.0%.
In the US economy, the trade deficit continued to widen. However, as a whole, US economic data was generally
benign, and the US stock market reached a record high during the quarter. There has been strong consumer-
related and business data; however, jobs growth has been somewhat sluggish, and the ISM manufacturing
conditions index remains subdued. Recent retail sales have risen more than expected and small business
confidence remains strong, although latest labour market indicators have been more mixed.
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Availability
Product Name APIR

SuperLeader AMP1882AU

Contact Details
Web:

Email:

Phone:

www.amp.com.au

askamp@amp.com.au

131 267

What you need to know
This publication has been prepared by AMP Life Limited ABN 84 079 300 379, AFSL No. 233671 (AMP Life). The information contained in this publication has been derived from
sources believed to be accurate and reliable as at the date of this document. Information provided in this investment option update are views of the underlying Investment Manager
only and not necessarily the views of the AMP Group. No representation is given in relation to the accuracy or completeness of any statement contained in it. Whilst care has been
taken in the preparation of this publication, to the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of reliance on this information. AMP Life is part of
the AMP Group. In providing the general advice, AMP Life and AMP Group receives fees and charges and their employees and directors receive salaries, bonuses and other
benefits.

The information in this document is of a general nature only and does not take into account your financial situation, objectives and needs. Before you make any investment decision
based on the information contained in this document you should consider how it applies to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs, or speak to a financial planner.

The investment option referred to in this publication is available through products issued by AMP Superannuation Limited ABN 31 008 414 104, AFSL No. 233060 (ASL), AMP
Capital Funds Management Limited ABN 15 159 557 724, AFSL 426455 (AMPCFM), ipac asset management limited ABN 22 003 257 225, AFSL 234655 (ipac) and/or AMP Life.
Before deciding to invest or make a decision about the investment options, you should read the current Product Disclosure Statement for the relevant product, available from the
issuer or your financial planner.

Any references to the "Fund", strategies, asset allocations or exposures are references to the underlying managed fund that the investment option either directly or indirectly invests
in (AMP Secure Growth Plus). The investment option's aim and strategy mirrors the objective and investment approach of the underlying fund. An investment in the investment
option is not a direct investment in the underlying fund.

No other company in the AMP Group nor underlying fund manager guarantees the repayment of capital or the performance of any product or particular rate of return referred to in
this document. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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